ISGS- Excursion
Visit of the OPEL Plant
Kaiserslautern

Following the ISGS-Networking Dialog with the Plant Manager of Opel Kaiserslautern: Mr Manfred Gellrich ISGS offers its students to participate in an exclusive excursion:

The Visit of OPEL Plant Kaiserslautern

Thanks to this special ISGS-Excursion, you will be able to take a closer look at the Opel factory in Kaiserslautern and discover the centre of the components production in Europe of the Adam OPEL AG – one of the most traditional car manufacturers founded by Adam Opel in Rüsselsheim, Germany, in 1862.

Program schedule:

13:00h: Meeting at Busstop Uni Ost
13:08h: Bus SWK 105 (Richtung IKEA)
13:47h: Walk from Busstop Ikea to OPEL KL
14:15h: Registration procedure
14:30h: Start of the OPEL Plant visit
17:30h: End of the OPEL Plant visit, return to UniOst

Date: Tuesday, May 10, 2016
Time: 13:00 (Busstop Uni Ost) – ca. 18:00h
Place: Departure-meeting point: Busstop Uni Ost
Registration: via: doktoranden@isgs.uni-kl.de until May 06
Attention: Places are limited: first come, first served!
(Neewcomers of WS 2016/2017 will be served with preference)

More information: www.uni-kl.de/international -> Newsroom